APPENDICES

HOOSIER PASS

Recreational Pathway Feasibility Study

APPENDIX A: DEFINITIONS
Reach:  This is a general term used for planning purposes to organize and describe the 17-mile study area corridor into
defined physical areas. The Feasibility Study has outlined three reaches as follows:
North Reach: Town of Breckenridge to Town of Alma (Summit County)
Middle Reach: Town of Blue River to Hoosier Pass (Summit County and Park County)
South Reach: Hoosier Pass to Town of Alma (Park County)  
Segment:  Planning term used to described smaller segments within each ‘Reach’. Segments are generally defined by
CDOT Mile Markers and other physical attributes along the corridor and are roughly 1-2 miles in length.
Pathway: A multi-purpose recreational pathway intended for walkers, bicycles and other acceptable non-motorized
vehicles.
Pathway Alignments: Preliminary pathway alignments within the corridor that may or may not meet the project goals
and objectives connecting the Towns of Breckenridge, Blue River and Alma via a multi-purpose recreational pathway
intended for walkers, bicycles and other acceptable non-motorized vehicles.
Evaluation Criteria: General planning criteria used to evaluate various pathway alignments throughout the planning
process. The Feasibility Study review participants will evaluate proposed alignments based on the following set of
criteria.  Refer to Chapter 2, Page 35.
Recommended Pathway Alignment: For planning feasibility purposes, a preferred pathway alignment is identified for
further analysis and assessment. A preferred pathway alignment is considered as “preliminary” and generally reflects
the evaluation criteria as defined, community values and level of support for recreational pathway facilities in the
region. The preferred pathway alignment generally reflects support and acceptance by the community.

APPENDIX B: KICK-OFF MEETING NOTES- OCT. 3, 2012
Town of Blue River
• 100% residential – no commercial uses currently in Blue River
• Significant rental market in Blue River
• Two-thirds of single family residents do not live in the area full-time.
• “no direct benefit to Blue River”
• Pro-cycling Challenge more of an impact to residents
• Pathway may help with commuting to other towns
• Landowners may have concerns
o Driveway crossings
o Historically have not been able to pave roads in the Town
o Ongoing maintenance and lack of funding for roadway maintenance in Town
o Recreational pathway entering into town may not be acceptable to residents
• Currently no bus service to Blue River
• Talk with sanitation district to gather information on easement in Town
• Review secondary access points at Spruce Creek Road / Crystal Road
Wildlife and Habitat Impacts
• Army Corps of Engineers wetland permitting requirements
• Contact Grand Junction Office: LesLey Mcwhirter
• Minimize barriers to wildlife crossing along corridor
• Pathway design features should minimize obstructions
• Botanical species at Hoosier Pass may be a concern: sensitive species
• Species identification
o Overall range, breeding areas, etc.
• Wetland areas are extensive in B.R. area (obtain current wetland mapping information)
Environmental Assessment Requirements
• FHWA NEPA (CDOT requirements are different than USFS NEPA process)
• Determine if pathway is within CDOT ROW or meanders in/out of CDOT ROW
• Reference National Standards for Pathways
• Easements on Forest Service land not well defined
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APPENDIX D: GENERAL AND TECHNICAL CORRESPONDENCE
PROJECT MEETING NOTES SUMMARY:
May 10, 2012

Held Planning/Introduction meeting with 21 attendees at Blue River Town Hall. Participants discussed the conceptual
planning. Ideas/discussions held included soft surface trail interfaces, Boreas Pass alignment, Trans Continental Route,
and Criteria Development.

October 3, 2012

Staff Kick-off Meeting – 4 attendees, Summit County OS&T Meeting Room. 1 hour
This initial meeting served as a internal kick-off meeting between the Summit County Project Managers and the
consultant team contracted for the feasibility study.
Working Group Kick-off meeting. 1.5 hours, Blue River Town Hall 16 attendees
This initial working group meeting provided an opportunity for agency staff and local stakeholders to become familiar
with the project purpose and anticipated project schedule. The consultant facilitated a discussion regarding the
project vision, goals and objectives and as a group, began to identify key issues, opportunities and constraints for the
planning, design and development of a recreational pathway project along the Highway 9 corridor.

November 7, 2012

Working Group Meeting – 9 attendees, Breckenridge Town Hall, 1.25 hours
The second Working Group meeting served to refine the project goals and objectives and overall project opportunities
and constraints associated with the draft pathway alignments.  Discussions also addressed pathway design criteria
and environmental compliance and permitting requirements for the project, as well as a discussion on identifying key
stakeholders and community meeting workshop strategies.
Alma Stakeholder Meeting – 2 attendees, Alma Town Hall, 1.25 hours
The consultant team met with local stakeholders (interested community members, local officials and agency staff) to
obtain more detailed information on key considerations, issues and opportunities for the possible future recreational
pathway project. Members of the local community provided key insights on trail access issues, private property and
environmental factors that may impact the project.  
Blue River Stakeholder Meeting – 2 attendees, Blue River Town Hall, 1.25 hours
See above.
Breckenridge Stakeholder Meeting – 4 attendees, Breckenridge Town Hall, 1.25 hours
See above.

December 3, 2012

Community Workshop - 15 attendees, Stephen C. West Ice Arena, 1.5 hours
The consultant team facilitated a Design Workshop to present a series of pathway design options and conceptual
alignments for the corridor study. Participants were asked to review the information and provide comment on the pros
and cons to each alternative and illustrate a preferred alignment considering one of the three alternatives presented
or proposing an additional alignment as part of the interactive workshop process.

The three alternatives presented to the audience included:
Alternative A: Paved widened shoulders on both sides of Highway 9 (min. 5’ wide and max. 8’ wide)  
Alternative B: Separated paved pathway located adjacent to the Highway 9 corridor
Alternative C: Shared residential roadway and combined recreational pathway connector route
Key findings of participants from the Design Workshop (held on December 3rd) indicated support for the project. Most
participants realized the need for improving a recreational pathway connecting the Towns of Breckenridge, Blue River
and Alma and providing a safe access facility for bicyclists to Hoosier Pass. At this initial workshop, participants felt that
a separated pathway facility would be ideal, but realized that a number of design issues would need to be addressed
including user safety and property access.  
Input received included (consolidated from both Workshops (Dec 3rd and 4th):
• The ‘primary’ use for the recreational pathway will be recreational so it makes sense to avoid being on the
highway shoulders so riders can enjoy the scenery and feel safe along the corridor.
• Would like to see additional ‘spurs’ to Blue lakes, Montgomery Reservoirs, etc. for future options to enhance
the corridor experience.
• This (design workshop) was a great experience to be part of. Anything apart from the road will be a great
improvement and attraction over what is there now (i.e. busy highway)
• Find the funding to make the path as Alternate D (hybrid) for best real Colorado mountain experience.
• Path should cater to multiple uses, not just cyclists. Like the idea of incorporating loops when feasible to
provide multiple route options for a variety of uses and skill levels/fitness levels.
• Take advantage of any recreational area along the bike path such as keeping the path near water.

December 4, 2012

Community Workshop – 22 attendees Alma Town Hall, 1.5 hours
A second Design Workshop was facilitated to present a series of pathway design options and conceptual alignments
for Park County residents. Participants were asked to review the information and provide comment on the pros and
cons to each alternative and illustrate a preferred alignment considering one of the three alternatives presented or
proposing an additional alignment as part of the interactive workshop process.
Key findings of participants from the Design Workshop (held on December 34th) indicated support for the project.
Most participants realized the need for improving a recreational pathway facility connecting the Town of Alma to
Hoosier Pass.  A principal obstacle to providing a safe facility for bicyclists would be the project cost and whether Park
County could financially address the project.

December 17, 2012

Presented update to the Town of Breckenridge Open Space Advisory Committee (BOSAC) which had seven attendees.  
Presented information pertaining to the initial planning work for the Hoosier Pass Recpath, giving an update on the
previous three months of work and the outcomes of the stakeholder meetings and public open houses. Points brought
up by BOSAC included that a priority should be between Breckenridge to the base of Hoosier Pass since that is where
the greatest number of conflicts presently occur, the fewer road crossings the better and that the bike path segment
was pretty high up in terms of priority in the Trails Plan.
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January 3, 2013

Presented update to Mayors, Managers and Commissioners meeting being held at Blue River Town Hall with
approximately 14 attendees representing various jurisdictions within Summit County. Presented information
pertaining to the initial planning work for the Hoosier Pass Recpath, giving an update on the previous three months of
work and the outcomes of the stakeholder meetings and public open houses.

January 15, 2013

Presented update to Town of Blue River Town Council with approximately six attendees. Presented information
pertaining to the initial planning work for the Hoosier Pass Recpath, giving an update on the previous three months of
work and the outcomes of the stakeholder meetings and public open houses.

January 16, 2013

Inter Agency Meeting – 13 attendees, 1.5 hours
Summit County staff and the consultant team met with agency staff to review the study planning process, evaluate
the proposed preliminary pathway alignment and to identify critical constraints associated with the preferred pathway
alignment.
Agency input included discussions related to Highway 9 travel speeds and safety of users as significant factors in the
placement and design of the pathway facility (travel speeds have been verified to exceed 70 mph at times and the
posted speed limit for the corridor is 55 mph), cost estimating of alternatives (land and construction costs), parking
and trailhead accommodations, existing and palnned easements, e future trail use demand for drop-off areas and
additional parking?  The master plan should identify other programmatic needs (signage, parking upgrades, restrooms,
etc.) for existing and future parking/trailheads and potential off-site improvements that may impact the feasibility of
the recreational pathway. A summary of the meeting notes is available in Appendix ___.

January 16, 2013

Presented update to Park County Board of County Commissioners at a Worksession with four attendees. Presented
information pertaining to the initial planning work for the Hoosier Pass Recpath, giving an update on the previous
three months of work and the outcomes of the stakeholder meetings and public open houses.

February 11, 2013

Scott Reid presented update to Breckenridge Town Council. Presented information pertaining to initial planning work
and gave update on previous three months of progress including details of stakeholder meetings and public open
houses that were held.

February 26, 2013 & February 27, 2013

Approximately 400 property owners were sent an invitation to attend meetings being held on February 26, 2013 in
Alma and February 27, 2013 in Blue River. All property owners who received flyers were located within 25 feet of
potential Recpath alignments. Phone and email contacts for Katie Kent, Resource Specialist with the Summit County
Open Space & Trails Department (OST) were also stated on the invitation. Prior to the meetings, twelve property
owners contacted OST with comments. Of these twelve respondents, three left messages but did not call back after
voicemail was left with them and so comments were not actually stated. Of the remaining nine respondents, five were
from Summit County and four from Park County.

Of the five Summit County responders, three were in support of the proposed project and two addressed concerns.
One property owner addressed concerns with a separated Recpath causing safety issues driving in and out of their
driveway since it is already difficult to stop on Highway 9 to turn into driveway due to possibility of being rear ended
by vehicles going too fast and not paying attention behind them. This respondent did say that they are not against the
project if it was widened shoulders on Highway 9 instead of a separated Recpath. The other Summit County resident
who addressed concerns is against the Recpath going across their property due to it limiting their potential future use
of the property for bottling water.
Of the four Park County responders, three are in support of the proposed project and one addressed concerns. The
property owner addressing concerns stated that they are against a separated Recpath across their property. However,
they are not against the project if it utilized widened shoulders on Highway 9. It was also stated that there are already
existing issues with cars pulling into their property for pictures and so they had to construct fence. Planners should be
aware that this could be safety issue with bicyclists going by.
At the meeting held February 26, 2013 in Alma there were four attendees. Of these four attendees, two are in support
of the project and two stated concerns. Concerns stated were against paving CR 4 and also a widened shoulder on
Highway 9. The concern with widening shoulder(s) on Highway 9 is that it could impact their property dramatically
as they have a narrow property between Hwy 9 and CR 4 so they would lose land with the Highway widening not
to mention trees on their property which currently act as a buffer. Also addressed concerns about paving in wildlife
area and that this project was geared toward too small of a user group. Also discussed at the meeting was that if
improvements were made to Highway 9 and/or CR4, a right turn lane off of Hwy 9 onto CR4 should be installed.
At the meeting held February 27, 2013 in Blue River there were ten attendees. Of these ten attendees, there was for
the most part overall support of the project with specific concerns raised including:
•
•
•
•
•

Separated Recpath across a few of the attendee’s properties is opposed by the affected property owners
although most are not necessarily opposed to a widened shoulder.
One attendee is in full support of the project and would prefer to see separated Recpath, especially for safety
reasons.
One attendee stated concerns with how close their house is to Hwy 9 and so separated Recpath or widened
shoulder is not supported due to close proximity of their residence.
Attendees stated concerns with existing problems of properties currently being used as rest stops for many
passerbys and so there is a strong need for restroom facilities if improvements are made.
One attendee owns property in Park County and addressed opposition to where Recpath is shown to cut
directly diagonal through their property. *Note – this alignment is already being modified, Recpath was shown
that way due to understanding that property was for sale*

January 28, 2013

Met with Grant Anderson, CDOT for ~20 minutes.
Inquired about how to best go about determining a cost estimate for the widened shoulders. CDOT stated that it was
important to not have the proposed path switch between a separated pathway and widened shoulders throughout the
17 miles for safety reasons.
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March 19, 2013

Community Workshop held at Alma Town Hall with17 attendees.
The second series of community workshops served to update community participants on the project process and findings.
The consultant team presented a series of feasible pathway alignments that met the project goals and objectives and using an
interactive ‘dot exercise’, the team was able to solicit input from participants on a preferred alignment for the corridor.  Three
conceptual alignments were presented and participants were asked to place a ‘dot’ on the alignment that, in their opinion,
best fit the overall project goals and feasibility.
For the Alma Town Hall Workshop, the majority of workshop participants indicated that the recreational pathway on the Park
County side could be a separated pathway facility (Alternate B). However, many participants felt the County likely would not be
able to generate the funding to support this alternative, even though this option met the overall project goals and objectives.  
Alternate A: widened on-highway shoulder also received a number of ‘dot’s as supporters for this option believed there is a
higher probability of working with CDOT to improve the segment of Highway 9 from the Town of Alma to Hoosier Pass with
wider on-highway shoulders.  See Table 1.1: Community Workshop ‘DOT’ Exercise, page 9.

March 20, 2013

Community Workshop held at Breckenridge Town Hall with 22 attendees.
The second community workshop held in Breckenridge provided community participants an update on the project process and
findings. The consultant team presented a series of feasible pathway alignments that met the project goals and objectives and
using the same interactive ‘dot exercise’, the team was able to solicit input from participants on a preferred alignment for the
corridor.  Three conceptual alignments were presented and participants were asked to place a ‘dot’ on the alignment that, in
their opinion, best fit the overall project goals and feasibility.
For the Breckenridge Workshop, the majority of workshop participants indicated support for a separated pathway facility
(Alternate B). Participants at the Summit County side felt it was important to continue the recreational pathway from
Breckenridge to Hoosier Pass and beyond into Park County and that this option best met the overall project goals and
objectives.  See Table 1.1: Community Workshop ‘DOT’ Exercise, page 9.
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Intra-Agency Meeting #2 Summary Notes
Meeting Date: January 16, 2013

•

Purpose of the Meeting:
To review the study planning process and evaluate the proposed preliminary pathway alignment as presented.
To identify critical constraints associated with the preferred pathway alignment.

•

Representatives of Summit County Open Space and Trails and the Belt Collins West consultant team provided an
update of the planning process and an overview of the preferred pathway alignment as currently proposed.  Agency
input is summarized below.
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Highway 9 corridor travel speeds are a significant factor in the placement and design of the pathway facility.
In general, motor vehicle travel speeds are high throughout the corridor and in particular for those areas on
either side of the major switchbacks climbing up to Hoosier Pass, including the Park County side to the Town
of Alma. Travel speeds have been verified to exceed 70 mph at times. The posted speed limit for the corridor is
55 mph.
The Draft Master Plan should include cost estimates for the Highway shoulder widening option (Alt. A) as a
based line comparison. (Note: CDOT should provide input as to the feasibility and level of support for widening
paved shoulder for Highway 9. Highway shoulder widening cost estimates will be difficult to estimate for those
areas requiring slope protection, relocation of existing guard rails and pavement widening a steep mountain
switchback conditions.)
The term ‘preferred’ alignment should be changed to ‘preliminary recommended alignment’ to minimize any
confusion as to who has determined this alternative as a ‘preference’.
Cost Estimating Table – Need to verify the ‘percentages’ for Land Costs on the initial cost estimate.  Are these
values a percent of total construction cost?  
Parking and trailheads – Will expansion of the existing parking and trailhead sites be required to accommodate
future trail use demand for drop-off areas and additional parking?  The master plan should identify other
programmatic needs (signage, parking upgrades, restrooms, etc.) for existing and future parking/trailheads
along the corridor.
Off-Site Impacts – The master plan should make reference to possible off-site impacts per NEPA analysis
requirements.  At minimum, there is a need to define what is meant by ‘off-site’ for this corridor study and to
clarify what potential off-site impacts may occur as a result of constructing a new pathway facility.
New trailhead design features may be required at Hoosier Pass to accommodate future drop-off needs, trail
layout and parking circulation.
It needs to be kept in mind that the land data layers are not accurate and this should be taken into
consideration when determining property ownership.
CDOT natural gas easement – Need to obtain existing NEPA analysis, CDOT ROW and easement data and
Special Permit information from CDOT related to the natural gas pipeline alignment and easement. Need
to obtain CDOT digital files showing location of easement to verify points of interface with the ‘preliminary
recommended alignment’.
The BLM has been performing survey work in the Montgomery area; the Royal Gorge office in Canyon City
should be contacted to inquire on obtaining survey data.
Town of Blue River potential constraints – Concerns were identified by Rob Theobald of the separated
pathway facility alternative along Highway 9 through the Town of Blue River. Currently 28 private driveways
exists accessing Highway 9 on the west side from Mile Marker 82 to 83. An additional 12 private drives could

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

possibly be implemented at full build-out of all parcels along the west side of Highway 9 from Mile Marker 8283 for a total of 36 driveways for the 1-mile segment of Highway 9.
A possible solution for the driveway issue is to combine drives wherever feasible to minimize the number of
drives intersecting the future paved pathway facility.
A discussion determined the need to engage residents and property owners in the Town of Blue River to
determine the impacts of a two-way pathway facility located adjacent to Highway 9 throughout the Town
limits.
Motor vehicle travel speeds through the Town of Blue River are a concern.
A discussion raised the merits of the neighborhood road alternative (Alternative C) in comparison to the
separated pathway along the Highway (Alternative B). The Town of Blue River will need to come to some
consensus on this issue prior to finalizing a Draft Final Plan for this study.Several options were discussed on
how to obtain more input from the Town of Blue River on this issue including a mail survey and workshop
session to investigate possible design solutions.
It was discussed if there was an opportunity to
Meeting representatives acknowledged the concern with the neighborhood road alignment (Alternative
C) requiring neighborhood roads to be paved and the need for multiple crossings of Highway 9 noting a
fundamental goal of the project is to minimize the need for highway crossings.
Department of Wildlife (DOW) – Wherever feasible, the agency recommends concentrating the pathway
alignment near existing road corridors along the highway in an effort to minimize possible wildlife impacts
resulting from a new pathway facility. Additional reviews would be required to determine possible impacts if
the facility were to be located through public lands and sensitive wilderness areas. The objective is to prevent
or minimize negative impacts on wildlife and sensitive vegetation in the area.
DOW would provide comments on areas of wetland impacts. However, the US Army Corps is the lead
agency responsible for providing specific comments and issuing required permits in areas of wetlands and
jurisdictional waterways.
US Fish and Wildlife Service would also provide a review role and may request/require mitigation efforts to
protect wildlife. Mitigation strategies could include such measures as ‘wildlife crossings’ signage/fencing in key
areas. Lynx are a concern in this area.
DOW should be involved in the design development of certain features related to proposed underpass and
overpass facilities, etc.
Funding requests will need to be discussed with State Parks.
State Wildlife Agency (SWA) – Alma should be contacted to verify public land restrictions related to possible
fee-title and/or conservation easements as necessary.  The SWA land area in Park County may have certain
restrictions that may prevent a pathway facility from being constructed on these public lands. Agency contact
information is being requested to make contact as required.
Electronic Wildlife Crossing Signalization – this corridor could be identified as a test corridor for advanced
signal warning devices to alert pathway and highway uses of possible wildlife in the area.
Verify if Town of Blue River may support this type of initiative.
NEPA permitting – need to determine what agency is the future ‘applicant’ for required environmental
assessment and NEPA documentation and permitting.
CDOT: verify what pathway design features may be acceptable such as rumble strip, pathway separation
features, painted color-pavement, signage, etc.
Need to verify if CDOT may support posted reduced speed limits in the Town of Blue River.

Next steps: Summit County staff indicated a possible second community meeting to be held in March or April. The
Draft Final Plan completion is anticipated for June 2013.
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Community Workshops – Summary
The following summary outlines the results of the Community Workshops held at the Town of Breckenridge Stephen
West Ice Arena (Dec. 3, 2012) and the Town of Alma Town Hall Meeting room (Dec. 4, 2012). Approximately 35
participants attended the workshops.

•

Several optional routes were identified for the upper Park County section considering grade impacts and
potential costs to pave existing county roads required to access upper Park County and the Hoosier Pass area.

For each workshop, a series of pathway design options and conceptual alignments were presented. Participants were
asked to review the information and provide comment on the pros and cons for each alternative presented and then
illustrate a preferred alignment considering the pros/cons of the alternatives presented and additional connections as
part of the interactive workshop process.
Draft alternatives presented:
Alternative A:
Paved widened shoulders on both sides of Highway 9 (min. 5’ wide and max. 8’ wide)  
Alternative B:
Separated paved pathway located adjacent to the Highway 9 corridor
Alternative C:
Shared residential roadway and combined recreational pathway connector route
Key findings (summary of participant input from both workshops):
• Alt. B: separated pathway located adjacent to the Highway 9 corridor was by far the most supported
conceptual alignment by the workshop participants.
• Participants felt that Alt. B conceptual alignment addressed both recreational and commuter user needs for
the corridor.
• A principal challenge with Alt. B is the potential conflict with numerous drives and side roads accessing
Highway 9, particularly within the Town of Blue River municipal Town limits.
• Participants felt that Alt. A (paved on-highway widened shoulder) would not address the overall goal of the
project to provide a recreational pathway facility accommodating a wide range of recreational users.
• In response to the goal provision to provide a safe pathway facility, the participants felt that crossing of
Highway 9 should be minimized and that at-grade crossings of Highway 9 should be minimized or non-existent.
• Participants agreed that the two-way separated pathway facility should be located on the west side of
Highway 9 to utilize the existing and future SAN District utility easement.
• Clarification of the term ‘separation’ is required. As the pathway facility is further assessed, the ability to
create separation from the Highway will be an important consideration if the goal is to encourage multi-modal
transportation and recreational opportunities.
• Participants agreed that the Hoosier Pass Recreational Pathway shall emphasize the recreational aspect of
the corridor and the facility design should be off-highway and consider the natural surrounding and scenic
qualities / views.
• Safety was noted as the most important consideration for the recreational facility.
• Participants felt that key destination site along the corridor should be taken into consideration during the
planning and design phase.
• Other guiding design principles of note include:
o
Ensure quality visitor experience
o
Master plan smaller loop trails for local recreational users and connections to secondary trail systems
o
Minimize excessive grades (maximum 8-10%)
o
Provide educational and interpretive opportunities for cultural resources and recreational facilities
such as Montgomery Reservoir and State Wildlife Area at the Middle Fork of the South Platter River  
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